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Introduction 

As part of its efforts for peace and development in the volatile Tribal areas, FATA Research 

Centre (FRC) has been holding regular seminars on various issues confronting the people of the 

area. The title of seminar held in September 2012 was "Political Reforms, Militancy and 

Upcoming General Election in FATA: Prospects and Challenges”. The seminar was attended 

by more than a hundred participants including various political leaders, civil society 

representatives, political analysts, journalists, academics and students. The purpose of the 

seminar was to highlight and discuss all the challenges expected to come in the way of General 

election in FATA. The hurdles and challenges created by some elements, such as militancy and 

other security issues, in the way of political activity in the region need to bring in public at large, 

so that we may forecast the pre-election activities in FATA to gain maximum benefits. These 

hurdles and challenges became clearer by discussing the ground realities there in FATA. 

The seminar comes at a time of increased attention to FATA in its role in the war on terror and 

political activism for upcoming general elections expected to be held in next year, 2013. 

The Governor Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Masood Kausar once said that extension of the Political 

Parties Act 2002 and other reforms to the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) would not 

only create awareness amongst the tribesmen but also help establish peace in the crisis-stricken 

region. These were the early days when Political Parties Act 2002 was extended to FATA which 

was declared an historical political development in FATA. But after passing almost a year, the 

political activities are not satisfactory in the region. The unsatisfactory political environment and 

persisting militancy created a debate on the situations for upcoming General Elections in FATA. 

Militancy 

The people of FATA are stuck in militancy from both sides, from across the border and inside 

the tribal agencies. This militancy brought a complex conflict to the people of FATA. This 

militancy does not allow people to breathe freely in a political atmosphere in FATA.  According 

to YAOJUN LI and DAVID MARSH
1
 voting, party membership and other mainstream political 

activities can be the indicators for measuring political participation
2
. The political participation is 

the outcome of political awareness and political consciousness while militancy does not allow 

such atmosphere that has a tendency for such participation. There are a number of militant 

groups operating in FATA which indicate their strength in the area. 

FRC learnt through seminars, dialogues, research studies and other field works that the conflict is 

different in magnitude and nature in different tribal agencies. There are many factors which 

make the conflict different in South and North Waziristan than the other tribal agencies. There is 

a clear bifurcation between the pro and anti government militants in South Waziristan; the pro 

                                                           
1
 Institute for Social Change, Manchester University; and Department of Sociology, Birmingham University, 

  respectively. 
2
 http://www.ccsr.ac.uk/staff/Yaojun/New_Forms_Political_Participation.pdf  

http://www.ccsr.ac.uk/staff/Yaojun/New_Forms_Political_Participation.pdf
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government militants are lead by Mullah Nazir while the other section, called Tehrik-e-Taliban 

Pakistan (TTP), is lead by Hakimullah. Mullah Nazir is based in the southwest of South 

Waziristan while Hakimullah is based on the North of the Agency. The ongoing military 

operation in South Waziristan is outfitted against the TTP. Mullah Nazir’s group is in ‘cold 

peace’
3
 with Pakistani military in Wana, the agency headquarter of South Waziristan, where he 

runs the affairs of Wana Bazaar in the name of ‘Aman’
4
 ; while the security forces have been 

operative (by launching an  Operation Rah-e-Nijat) against the TTP in South Waziristan since 

June 19, 2009. The meaning of the Rah-e-Nijat is a ‘Path to Salvation’ where the military forces 

intend to eliminate the militant groups from the area. The strategic analysts are of the view that 

Mullah Nazir’s militant activities are comparatively more Afghan-centric than those of 

Hakimullah’s. This activism of the TTP, within the boundaries of Pakistan can be observed 

through the statements of its spokesman Ehsanullah Ehasn, whereby he accepted the 

responsibility for the most of the militant activities. 

The most contentious militant groups based in North Waziristan Agency are Haqqani network. 

The government of Pakistan many a times has been externally pressurized to have military 

operation against this militant group in NWA but the group is still operating there unabatedly.  

This may be considered a new front for Pakistan army if it fights with Haqqani group as the 

military is already engaged with the TTP in South Waziristan and other regions in FATA. Gul 

Bahadar, a militant commander, is heading another militant group stationed in North Waziristan. 

He is somehow similar to Nazir in his operational activities. Therefore, Gul and Haqqani both 

seem to have an unwritten ‘cold peace’ agreement with Pakistani military in North Waziristan
5
. 

Kurram Agency has its own kind of militancy where the people have been stuck in sectarian 

violence. Time and again the inhabitants in Kurram, both Shia and Sunni population, strived to 

get rid of this militancy but according to them, a ‘third force’ hindered the peace process. The 

third force usually has been identified as Taliban and other militant groups funded by external 

factors. The term ‘third force’ has been expressed for the first time in 2011 when both the elders 

of Shia and Sunni sects jointly held a Jarga with a political agent in Parachinar. Both the sects 

agreed on a verbal peace deal
6
. The term of third force later on was discussed in seminar 

arranged by FRC in which speakers belonging to Shia sect participated
7
. Furthermore, the 

                                                           
3
 It is a state of relative peace between two parties which is marked by the enforcement of a peace deal ending the 

state of war while the members of at least one of the parties to the treaty continues to internally treat the deal 
with vocal disgust. 
4
 ‘Aman’ is a process through which militants group (s) governs the affairs of Wana Bazaar, South Waziristan under 

the central command of Mullah Nazir.  
5
 Peace Deal between Security Forces and Grand Waziristan Peace Jarga (includes heads of militant groups, tribal 

Maliks, religions leader), agreed in 2007 
6
 A verbal peace deal matters a lot in the tribal codes of conduct. Any party that violates the deal, no matter verbal   

or written, faces social boycott by tribal society. 
7
 http://frc.com.pk/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Kurrum-Report.pdf  

http://frc.com.pk/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Kurrum-Report.pdf
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leadership of militant groups in Kurram Agency is also not stable in their affiliations that often 

caused violent incidents and hindered the peace process.  

The nature of militancy seems different in the rest of four tribal agencies (Orakzai, Khyber, 

Mohmand and Bajaur) where the involvement of the general population in the counter militancy 

campaign resulted in a clash between Peace Committee and militants. People are the part of the 

state’s counter militancy strategy through forming Lashkars. This involvement can be seen more 

in the northern parts in FATA. In Khyber agency most of the violent incidents occurred between 

Peace Committee (Aman Lashkar) and militants. The majority of casualties of peace committee 

members took place in the northern parts of FATA which includes Khyber, Mohmand, and 

Bajaur agencies respectively. The highest number of casualties of peace committee members was 

reported in Bajaur, i.e. 22 in the third quarter of 2012
8
. The South and North division is based on 

the people’s involvement in the counter militancy campaign. This involvement increases from 

South to North of FATA.  

Militancy ends up with a huge number of human losses, including military personnel, civilians, 

militants, and members of peace committee/civil militia (Aman Lashkar or Quami Lashkar), 

were witnessed as result of persisting conflict in FATA. A large number of casualties among the 

peace committee members is an incident of concern ; sometimes state sponsored civil militia 

(peace committee members) are left vulnerable to suffer in the many regions in FATA. Cross 

border clashes especially in Bajaur, along with the causalities among militants, military and 

peace committee, played havoc with civilians. Kidnapping for ransom and other demands by 

Taliban is also a menace in FATA. Drone attacks, though the US claimed targeting militant 

hideouts, also affected the civilian population directly and indirectly (FATA Research Centre, 

2012 ).
9
 

Keeping in view the diverse nature of militancy, the government should make strategies to 

counter militancy for ensuring political participation and conducting transparent elections in 

FATA. FRC held a debate with the intentions to find out ways that leads to the political 

participation in this troubled region.  

Political Reforms 

 Adult franchise, in 1996, relocated the voting rights of the Maliks
10

 to the tribesmen. In 1997 

polls, for the first time FATA legislators were directly elected to the National Assembly but on 

non-party basis (independent candidacy). This non-party candidature remained unable to make 

people politically active. Furthermore, the independent candidates remained unable to penetrate 

political socialization and mobilization therefore these candidates were reluctant to be the voice 

                                                           
8
 http://frc.com.pk/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Third-security-report-for-web-dated-Nov-13-2012.pdf  

9
 FATA Research Centre. (2012 ). FRC Security Report Third Quater July to September 2012 . Islamabad : FRC. 

 
10

 The privileged tribal heads, registered with Political Administration in FATA who are the representatives of their 
tribes in front of Political Administration. 

http://frc.com.pk/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Third-security-report-for-web-dated-Nov-13-2012.pdf
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of the people of FATA. The absence of political parties in FATA has kept the political 

participation confined to the Maliks
11

. However, adult franchise has broadened the scope of 

political participation in 1996. For the first time the political representatives were made 

responsible to the people at large in FATA, because they were just questioned by the Maliks 

only. 

It was the Second Step in the journey of political developments in FATA when on August 12, 

2011; President Asif Ali Zardari announced a FATA Reforms package by extending the PPO 

(2002) to FATA, thus lifting restrictions on political activities. Political parties can now enter 

into FATA and sell their social and political agenda to the people of tribal areas. But still the 

political parties feel the environment unfavorable for the political activities in FATA. Fear of 

militancy and deprivation from the basic human rights include among the obstacles in the way of 

political activism among people of FATA
12

.   

The authority of legislation for FATA rests with the President of Pakistan under the constitution 

of the country. The right of legislation for their own constituencies to the political representatives 

of FATA would be the next step after conducting free and transparent elections in the area. This 

right of legislation is yet to be given to the parliamentarian from FATA. Anyhow, the candidates 

from FATA, after these reforms, can influence the legislations for FATA using their parties’ 

platforms. By now the political parties will stand for FATA. Therefore this act of extending the 

political activities of political parties to FATA is really a substantial step. 

This debate brought some mixed views, pessimist and optimist, of the local people regarding the 

prospects and challenges along with the ground realities for elections in FATA.  

FATA Background 

Administratively, the Governor Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) is the Chief Executive for FATA as 

an agent of President of Pakistan. There are three administrative setups namely, Ministry of 

States and Frontier Regions (SAFRON), FATA Secretariat and FATA Development Authority 

(FDA) which support and run FATA under the directions of Governor KPK. FATA is governed 

through Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR) of 1901.  

Ministry of States and Frontier Regions (SAFRON) 

Overall supervision of FATA takes place through SAFRON.  However, it is mainly entrusted 

with policy directives to the Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Baluchistan regarding 

Tribal Areas. 

                                                           
11

 Before the introduction of adult franchise in 1996, the voting right was limited to an electoral college of some 
35,500 Maliks. 
12

 http://pakobserver.net/201209/16/detailnews.asp?id=174021  

http://pakobserver.net/201209/16/detailnews.asp?id=174021
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FATA Secretariat 

FATA secretariat is the main body that administers affairs of FATA. It consists of four main 

departments including Coordination and Administration, Finance, Law and Order, and Planning 

and Development. It works directly under the supervision of Governor KPK. 

FATA Development Authority (FDA) 

The goal of the FATA Development Authority is to plan and execute sustainable development 

projects in the assigned sectors. Their aim is to harness abundant human resource and exploit and 

add value to equally abundant natural resources of the area to create economic and employment 

opportunities in FATA. The Governor KPK is the Chairman. 

Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR) 

All civil and criminal cases in FATA are decided under the Frontier Crimes Regulation 1901 by 

a Jarga (council of elders). It is based on collective and territorial responsible that has been 

amended later on and narrow down its scope. FCR is a set of laws that are applicable to FATA 

exclusively.  
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Profile of Guest Speakers 

Abdul Lateef Afridi (La’la) is a 70 years old senior politician and legal practitioner, who 

belongs to Khyber Agency. He is a Masters Degree holder in Economics and also L.L.B. He has 

been a Member of National Assembly representing Khyber Agency. He has ideological 

affiliation with ANP (Awami National Party), a Pashtun Ethnic Party based in Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa. 

Ajmal Khan Wazir is the Central Senior Vice President of Pakistan Muslim League Quaid-e-

Azam (PML-Q). He belongs to Shakai area of South Waziristan Agency. He graduated from 

Gomal University of Dera Ismail Khan. He remained an active member of Agency council. He 

also participated in the first peace deal (2002) between Army and Militants in Shakai area of 

South Waziristan Agency. 

Zar Noor Afridi is a JI (Jamat-e-Islami) FATA Deputy General Secretary. He belongs to 

Khyber Agency. He is Masters in Islamic studies (Dars-e-Nizami). He has made great 

contributions in peace process in FATA in general and in Khyber agency in particular. 

Zahid Hussain Mohmand is the Information Secretary Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK). He has 

political affiliation with Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf. He is also the founder member P.T.I and  

Founder District President Peshawar, 1997-1998. He contested Election in 1997, Provisional 

Assembly PF 4 from Peshawar. His constituency was PF-I in 2008 Election. He remained 

Member Provincial Executive Council. Currently Mr. Zahid is Secretary Information KPK for 

PTI. 

Jan Muhammad Achakzai is a London-based Afghan affairs Analyst. He is a regular 

commentator of BBC, VOA and other international broadcasters. He has been associated with 

the BBC World Service for nearly two decades. He has vast contacts, expertise, and deep 

knowledge of the region. Mr. Achakzai is also a political activist who has been advising political 

parties on various geo-political trends. He has studied Economics and Politics from the 

University of London. 
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Key notes of Guest Speakers 

Mr. Abdul Latif Afridi  

 People inside Pakistan are unaware of the issue of FATA at both public and official level 

and even most of the people do not know its geographical location. This shows the 

interests of the people on both public and official level, to settle the issue of area. 

 The strategic location of Pakistan which has been considered as an advantage for its 

national interest has actually turned disadvantageous for the people of FATA. It is widely 

considered that it is the strategic location of FATA which brought war in it. 

 The event of 9/11 caused U.S invasion of Afghanistan which further caused the migration 

of thousands of people along with 26,000 Osama’s men from Afghanistan into FATA 

which made the area problematic. These outsiders were accommodated by the people of 

FATA under the recommendation and approval of our security forces, without 

forecasting the consequences. 

 South Waziristan suffered a lot due to these outsider militants and now North Waziristan 

is going to be suffered because all kinds of outsiders including Taliban, Al-Qaeda and 

other militants, have very strong hold there in North Waziristan. And our forces are going 

to restore the writ of the government there. Therefore, the fear of military operation is 

expected in North Waziristan in the near future. 

 North Waziristan is the bone of contention these days between Pakistan and United States 

of America, USA wants Pakistan to operate against Taliban in North Waziristan which is 

very difficult for Pakistan to fight against pro-government militants. 

 The historically rich South and North Waziristan, which have fought with British for 

hundred years, are suffering due to militancy these days where 85% families of the 

Mehsud tribe have migrated from their area to settle districts. While one-third population 

of North Waziristan is also displaced these days. 

 Kurram Agency is also in a state of war. There is a perpetual conflict in both the portions 

of Kurram Agency, Upper Kurram and Lower Kurram, between Shia and Sunni where 

about two hundred Sunni families were compelled to migrate from Parachinar. 

 The people living in these agencies are called tribal and the reason of calling them as 

tribal is the laws and administrative structure which is different from the rest of the 

country. Only two articles of the constitution of Pakistan deal with FATA in which article 

246 is about the description of FATA while article 247 is about how to rule the area. 

According to these articles President of the Pakistan has the right to make laws for the 

area while the Governor KPK has the right to appoint the Political Agent in the name of 

President.   

 The main economic source of FATA is agriculture but only 6% land is agricultural while 

the rest of 94% area of FATA is mountainous and there is no factory. Though people 

made some money from some other sources including illegal trade and business such as 
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narcotics, arms trade etc while in the legal trade, transit trade, transport and other trade 

etc. 

 The event of 9/11 lead to our forces deployment in FATA which disturbed the security 

situation there. Before the event of 9/11 and forces deployment, FATA remained very 

peaceful. Therefore, the situation became more complex than before.  

 FATA was much peaceful before but now due to the policies of our government, 

especially the foreign policy of State, peace in the area has evaporated. So we should 

reconsider our policies. 

 The current militancy is the offspring of the Talibanization at the time of USSR invasion 

in Afghanistan. The same Taliban once supported by America against USSR, are fighting 

against United State these days. 

 The militants, active against innocent people, are against law of the land, Islam and 

traditions. Those who are supporting these militants are against humanity. 

 These militants have been supported by our military establishment to pursue its interest in 

Afghanistan. 

 We must not fight with the Pro-Pakistan Taliban to save our energy and resources. We 

have been fighting with Taliban for many years where we lost our resources but still we 

are empty handed with not results. 

 Civilian government is totally dependent on our military in policy making for FATA. The 

reforms package for FATA was ready to announce on August 14, 2009 but it was 

postponed for two years till the declaration of Action in Add of Civil Power Regulation 

(CPR), which is a very controversial act. This thing depicts the dependency of our 

civilian government in policy making for FATA. The reforms are not substantial. 

 The Political parties Order 2002 (PPO 2002) was a substantial development but the 

environment is not favorable for the political parties to work there in the area. Before the 

PPO the political workers of the parties were stopped from entering FATA but now they 

can at least go to the main towns and cities there. 

 The political reforms are useless without restoring peace in the area, because we the 

political workers and leaders cannot go to the agencies. Going to FATA for campaign 

launching is like entering into an arm struggle there. We do not want to put ourselves in 

arm conflict there. Even the elected members from FATA cannot visit their 

constituencies due to security reasons. 

 All the tribal agencies have security problems which compelled majority of population to 

shift to other settled districts. This displacement will of course affect the numbers of the 

voters. In the General Election of 1997 the winning candidate got 17 thousands votes in 

Khyber agency while in the last general elections of 2008 the winning candidate got only 

5 thousands votes from the same constituency.  

 People are investing on the upcoming General Elections not only on people but also the 

Taliban, because no one can manage for their election campaign without the consultation 
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and approval of the Taliban in the area. It is like we are not the candidates of our parties 

rather we are the candidates of the local Taliban leaders in the agencies. 

 The ground realities are very unfavorable for the election where there is no peace, there 

are no roots of political parties, unemployment is at its peak and the majority of the 

population is displaced. So in such circumstance the result of the elections would not be 

fair and reliable. 

 First of all peace must be restored along with the merger of FATA into KPK, and then the 

elections will be conducted with fair and good results. 

 The religious parties can conduct their campaign better than the secular parties. And it is 

good for the beginning. Political parties will have a good atmosphere for their campaign 

in the near future. 

Jan Muhammad Achakzai  

 FATA link to the issue of Afghanistan where every act in Afghanistan implicates on 

FATA, so we cannot understand it in isolation. In this respect the issue of FATA depends 

upon the strategy of U.S and NATO in Afghanistan. 

 According to the counter insurgency doctrine if you are not defeating your enemy it 

means you are losing. Taliban have not been defeated in Afghanistan as they are 

strategically as strong as they were which indicates that US is losing the war in 

Afghanistan against Taliban. 

 US will first bring Taliban down then it will get political solution of the Afghan issue and 

then U.S.A. and its allies will withdraw happily. But the political solution cannot come 

till January 2013, the Presidential Election in American.  

 If American loses to have political solution for Afghanistan the Taliban will come back 

and the peace preservation will be difficult in Afghanistan. Therefore any tactical 

decision will disrupt the peace in the region which will implicate on FATA as well. 

 Taliban including Al-Qaeda will not leave their tactical position in the South of 

Afghanistan and in FATA. 

 Though the situation is very bad in FATA but there is hope for the peace and prosperity. 

Zar Noor Afridi 

 In the present time development comes after the restoration of peace. 

 Peace is not the only hurdle in the way of development in FATA, the tribal traditions and 

FCR is hurdling development as well. So we are trying to bring change there by bringing 

out the people of FATA from their traditional tribal life into the modern democracy. 

 Change cannot come without sacrifices, so all the political parties must come out to bring 

change in the region. 

 There are various views regarding the future status of FATA where some of the people 

want it a separate province while some of them want it to merge into Khyber 
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Pakhtunkhwa. Now we have got another type of people who are of the view that FATA 

should remain the same as it is. This view point is really disappointing, but if the political 

parties give up or step back from the struggle of mainstreaming FATA, the FATA will 

remain the same as it is. 

 The struggle for the resolution of FATA issue is not going to be accomplished without 

the contribution of media and the human rights organizations. They must visit and show 

the world a clearer picture of FATA. 

 No one needs to be afraid to go to FATA, because not everyone is crazy there rather the 

majority of the people are progressive and they want development. 

 Any calculation or analysis made here in Islamabad will not show the picture clearer 

unless and until the analysts do not visit the area to see the ground realities there. 

 Political leadership struggled a lot for the political reforms in FATA even they have been 

jailed many times. 

 The people, known as militants, are the freedom fighters against America. We must be 

careful while labeling anyone as a Militant. It is not about the militancy rather the whole 

thing is linked with the American presence in Afghanistan. 

 JI will convert Governor House into a university for FATA, because it believes that 

education is the symbol of peace, development and prosperity. 

 There are many outsiders pursuing their interests in this region where they use multiple 

ways. Those who are exploding public places and killing innocent people are the 

outsiders such as India, Israel and US etc. 

 After all, there is hope for the peace and development in FATA, as things are settling 

down.   

Zahid Hussain 

 The people of FATA own Pakistan and Pakistan should also own the people of FATA. 

 The stakeholders, whether political, military and civil government, must give due respect 

to the people of FATA and must deal with them as they are dealing with the people in the 

rest of the country. 

 Now after the extension of political parties act to FATA, all the political parties should 

form a state regime to pursue and to facilitate the people of FATA to poll their votes in 

the upcoming General Elections. 

 Drone attacks cause the militancy in FATA which further cause state of insecurity in the 

mind of people of FATA. This state of insecurity is the real cause of poor economy and 

education as well. 

 The people of FATA believe that free and transparent election and true democracy is the 

solution of the issue of FATA. 
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 Free and transparent elections ensure the true representation of the people of FATA in the 

mainstream political system, while this true representation will lead to the solution of the 

issue of FATA. 

 The issue of FATA must be resolved according to the wishes of the people there because 

strong FATA means secure Pakistan. 

 International community should ensure political solution rather than military for the issue 

of FATA. It should come with the dialogue based on political vision. 

 The elections must be according to the wishes of the people in FATA. 

 All the political forces should come up with a joint resolution for the upcoming elections 

in FATA. They should give their suggestions to the Election Commission to adopt a 

secure mechanism for the political mobilization and participation of people. 

 Army has been witnessed as a democratic friendly institution in the past few years so it 

must be involved in the whole process of elections there in FATA to ensure security in 

FATA for people to cast their votes without any fear.  

 Recently Election Commission registered 1.7 million of the total vote including 1.12 

million male and 0.55 million female votes. As per a great number of people has been 

displaced in other settled districts living in IDPs camps, so the government must facilitate 

the IDPs in their camps to easily cast their votes. 

 Confidence building measures are required to be made by the Election Commission to 

facilitate the political parties to form their political body’s structure in FATA. 

 Religious leaders, scholars, academics must share their views based on their experiences 

on the issue of FATA to give a clearer picture. 

 Election commission should form a local Jarga to facilitate the election observation. The 

Jarga will also make people aware of the importance of their votes. But the composition 

of this Jarga should be made with participatory approach. 

 New and neutral political administration should be installed with the recommendation of 

Election Commission at the time of elections in FATA. 

 Media must play its role in making people aware of the importance of vote casting. 

 The militancy in FATA is the reaction of the American policy in Afghanistan and FATA, 

because the people of FATA remained very reactionary. 

 By adopting the above given recommendations we can get peaceful FATA where 

elections will have good results. 

 There are different actors playing different roles in FATA. Some of them are fighting 

against government and are killing innocent people in FATA while some are pro-

government. We do not support those who are killing innocent people and exploding 

mosques etc. 
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Ajmal Wazir 

 FATA has been portrayed as the most dangerous place due to which national and 

international community has very wrong perceptions about FATA. So we must be careful 

while talking about the place which has not been visited. The analysis must be based on 

ground realities. The ground reality is that the people of FATA sacrificed many times for 

this nation.  

  All the political parties should keep aside their political goals while dealing with FATA 

and they should be very sincere to talk about FATA and to solve the problems of the area. 

 FATA has been made a source of earning while no one seems interested in solving their 

issues. 

 The situation of Karachi is as bad as that of FATA but whenever it comes to Karachi , 

people including those from political parties talk of reconciliation and political solutions 

while for FATA only military solution is proposed which is not the real solution. 

 Drone attacks have been witnessed for many years in Waziristan but of no use which 

shows that military operation is not the solution. Because drones are targeting militants 

which is a small group containing only 0.1 % of the total population of Waziristan, but in 

the same attack the rest of the 99.9% population is being affected. 

 The political reforms are good to be made but it must have a favorable ground which does 

not exist in FATA. One needs to get approval from either our security forces or from 

Taliban to enter into the area, otherwise no political leader or worker can work in FATA. 

Therefore providing favorable grounds for political activities are as much important as 

making political reforms are. 

 The political representatives from FATA seem to follow their own interests first than of 

FATA. It is because of the political immaturity in people from FATA and one of the major 

reasons of this political immaturity is the absence of political activities there in FATA due 

unfavorable environment. 

 All the political parties should think for joint effort to resolve FATA issue. And this will 

work, hopefully. 
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Prospects and Challenges; 

Prospects 

The seminar gave a very meaningful message to the people that “if there is a will there is a way”. 

The ‘will’ of the political parties to install the political bodies, which would help to build a 

political regime in FATA, brought political reforms in the area. The struggle of these political 

forces aware the people of FATA to ask for their political rights. On the other hand the 

parliamentarians come from FATA can influence the policy making through their parties. The 

extension of Political Parties Order, paved the way for building political sense among the people 

which further leads to the political maturity of the political representatives of FATA. 

 The people of FATA have been ignored forever by the government but now they are 

demanding their political rights. It is due to the political sense in the people of the area. 

 Political parties are hopeful for their activities in the area where the pro-government 

militants are dominant.  

 After the extension of Political Parties Order to FATA, political workers can go to FATA 

and can arrange their political activities. 

 Politico-religious parties have fewer hurdles in their political activities. Therefore, they 

can lead the rest of the political parties in installing the political structure in FATA. 

 The people of FATA are progressive; they would easily adopt the political culture. 

Challenges 

The challenges pointed out by the guest speakers here in the seminar are difficult to deal with but 

not impossible. External pressure, militancy and military operations are the big hurdles in 

carrying out the political process in FATA. Above all the government ignorance which kept 

FATA underdeveloped is the biggest hurdle in the way of political process in the region. 

 US will lead the shifting of Taliban activities from FATA to Afghanistan but the tactical 

position of Taliban in Southern Afghanistan will implicate on FATA even after the 

elimination of Taliban from FATA.  Any influence of Taliban in FATA will make hurdle 

for the political activities there. 

 It is the strategic location of FATA that kept it in continuous crisis where peace remained 

people’s dream. Without having peace in their lives the people of FATA cannot go for 

any political process. 

 Militancy is one of the big hurdles in the way of political process in FATA. It stops 

parties from campaigning there. 

 Forces deployment causes the conflict in the area, and this violent conflict does not allow 

any political activity in FATA. 

 The security situation caused a huge displacement from FATA to the settled districts. 

This displaced population will affect the voting numbers during elections. 
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Way Forward 

The speakers in the seminar pointed out very useful areas to be focused while dealing with 

elections in FATA. If we summarize the whole package of suggestions we would get that all the 

stakeholders and intellectuals provoke government to come up with specific and indigenous 

policies for FATA. The present movement, when political parties have just started their 

campaign in FATA, considered dangerous for military operation. It is not only the Pakistani 

military operations which may cease the political process in the area rather the U.S should stop 

the drone attacks for the sake of free elections in FATA. These all suggestions would be 

considered as native because the speakers were affiliated with different political parties and 

belonged to FATA. 

The government of Pakistan must reconsider its domestic and foreign policies, because the 

present policies are based on foreign dictations. Therefore Pakistan needs to be independent and 

have free-policy to pursue the interests of the nation. 

 Civilian government is the true representative of the people therefore it must be 

independent in its policy making. The military must not interfere in the public policy 

making. 

 The implementation of the political reforms in the area needs a leveled playing ground 

which would only be provided though restoration of peace in the area. 

 The large scale displacement for the tribal agencies will affect the number of the voters. 

Therefore, there should be proper arrangement to facilitate the IDPs to cast their votes. 

 It is a bitter fact that militants have strong hold in FATA, so keeping in view their 

dominance there should be some sort of understanding with them to avoid people’s losses 

during the elections. 

 Religious parties have fewer hurdles as compare to the other parties so they must play 

their role. The political activities of religious parties will pave way for the political 

atmosphere in FATA. 

  The policies of Pakistan should be regionalized, because the issue of FATA is so related 

to the Afghanistan issue. 

 There is a big population living in FATA which has its culture, traditions and social set 

up. Therefore understanding it in its entirety will lead to the understanding to the crisis of 

FATA. Without understanding the nature of the crisis in FATA elections or other 

activities are unachievable. 

 The political parties should build a political arrangement so that the locals may vote 

easily in the upcoming elections in FATA. 

 The political parties should come up with solid suggestions through which the Election 

Commission make strategies for the upcoming elections in FATA. 

 Election Commission should facilitate the political parties to make their political 

structure in FATA. 
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 Local Jargas will facilitate the election process in FATA, therefore, it is suggested that 

Election Commission should make these Jargas prior to the elections. 

 Military operation is not the only solution of the issue of FATA rather the government 

should go for political solution which includes dialogues, transparent elections and 

political process.   
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Annexure 

a) Seminar agenda 

 

FATA Seminar Series 

Topic: Political Reforms, Militancy and upcoming Election in FATA: Prospects and Challenges 

 

Date: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 

 Time: 14:00 to 17:30 hrs 

Venue: Main Hall, Social Sciences Block, Iqra University, H-9, Islamabad  

 

Guest Speakers:    

1. Abdul Latif Afridi, Advocate/Analyst/Tribal elder and former MNA (ANP) 

2. Jan Muhammad Achakzai, Political Analyst 

3. Zahid Hussain Mohmand, Secretary Information KPK (PTI) 

4. Zarnoor Afridi, Naib Amir (Vice President) KPK (JI)   

 

Time Item Owner 

14:00-14:15 hrs Arrival of Guest and Registration Mr. Mehran Ali Khan 

14:15 -14:25 hrs Welcome, Purpose, and Agenda  Mr. Zaheer Khan 

14:30 -14:40 hrs Introduction of Guests, Projects and Seminar 

Series 

Dr. Ashraf Ali 

14:45- 14:55 hrs Welcome note  Dr. Aysha Anees Malik  

15:00-15:15 hrs Militancy and General Elections in FATA: Way 

Forward 

 

Zarnoor Afridi 

 

15:20- 15:35 hrs General Elections in FATA: Prospects and 

Challenges 

 

Mr.  Zahid Hussain 

Mohmand 

15:40-15:55 hrs General Election and Government Preparedness in 

FATA 

Jan Muhammad 

Achakzai 

16:00- 16:15 hrs Elections in FATA: The Challenges Ahead 

 

Abdul Latif Afridi 

16:20-16:45 hrs Question & Answer Session Open  

16:50- 16:55 hrs Concluding Remarks Dr. M Islam 

17:00 -17:30 hrs Hi-Tea All participants 
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b)  Media Coverage 

i) FRC: FATA General Elections to Flourish Democracy: Security, Equally Important 

Sharafat Ali Chaudhry 

ISLAMABAD, September 12:  Holding of free, fair and transparent election is impossible in the 

Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) until and unless adequate security measures are 

undertaken for the whole election process including campaigns, this was the crux of the seminar 

organized by FATA Research Center here at Islamabad. 

FRC organized the seminar in collaboration with Iqra University on the topic “Political Reforms, 

Militancy and upcoming Election in FATA, Prospects and Challenges”. 

A large numbers of civil society activists, political and social analysts, academics, researchers 

and students participated in the seminars while debating the persisting issue of FATA in an 

answer question session. 

Speakers of the seminar linked transparent election with foolproof security arrangements and 

extending measures to facilitate the tribal elders for ensuring maximum turnout. 

The Program Manager FRC, Muhammad Zaheer Khan explained the purpose of this seminar 

along with introducing the programs areas of the research organization. “The purpose of this 

seminar is to help the concerned stake holders better understand the on ground political and 

security situation in relation to upcoming election in FATA”, Mr. Khan vivifies 

Head of Faculty of Social Sciences at Iqra University, Dr. Aysha Anees Malik emphasized on 

gaining research based knowledge for deeper understanding of the socio-economic and political 

issues of the society while encouraging students to get benefits from FRC research programs. 

She termed FATA as s “wild west” for the rest of the country. While urging panelists to explain 

situation in FATA, she said “For us, FATA is like wild west of Pakistan where militants, 

extremist and terrorists run loose”. She also drew attention towards women-issues in the region 

that also need to be addressed. 

Speaking on the occasion, ANP leader Abdul Latif Afridi referred to the poor law and order 

situation in FATA saying holding of free and fair election would not be possible in the area in 

the prevailing lawlessness in the areas. 

For a free and fair election, he said that movement of political leadership is essential to form 

public opinion. “If their movement is restricted, how they will be able to form public opinion”, 

he asked. 

Due to the prevailing law and order situation, he maintained that a meager number of votes are 

expected to be cast in the upcoming general election as the environment is not conducive. Mr. 

Afridi said he was not expecting any significant change as result of the general election to 
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improve the life standard of the tribesmen unless the new generation is given a chance to 

represent the tribal people in the parliament. 

Zahid Hussain, former Information Secretary Pakistan Tehrik-i-Insaf (PTI) Khyber 

Pakhtonkhawa chapter, said that political act should be extended to FATA in real terms and sprit 

to bring credible leadership of the tribal people in the upcoming general election that could fight 

for their rights and address their issues. 

He further said that special arrangements should be made to ensure that maximum tribal cast 

their votes and bring true leadership in the upcoming general election. He pointed out that most 

of the tribal people are living in tents and in the far flung area in IDPs camps due to the militancy 

in their areas that need to be reached out during the elections. 

Similarly, he said that there was military operation as well as militancy that have engulfed the 

entire tribal region while most of the roads remained block. Therefore, he added that the 

government should make special arrangements by establishing polling stations in the camps and 

provide more security to them. 

Jamat -e-Islami ‘s leader, Zar Noor Aafridi presented a bright picture of FATA while calling for 

the politicians and social activists to come forward and play their respective role in bringing 

peace and development in the tribal region. He maintained, “JI has already organized many 

political gathering to initiate the democratic process in FATA”. 

Political analyst, Jan Muhammad Achakzai asserted, “The situation of FATA cannot be delinked 

from Afghanistan and peace in FATA may not be attained until US-lead NATO forces vacate 

Afghanistan”. 

Prominent leader of PML-Q, local of South Wazirastan, Ajmal Wazir lamented on the prevailing 

situation that people outside FATA know a very little about and the situation of FATA is being 

exploited. He maintained that political consensus was required for peaceful solution of the 

problems persisting in FATA. 

The renowned scholar and President FATA Research Center (FRC), Dr. Ashraf Ali termed the 

extension of Political party’s Act to FATA a welcome move. He said given the enthusiasm 

amongst the masses, the free and fair election would give them a sense of ownership. This will 

give them a sense that they have an equal say in the decision making process of the country. 

Expressing his optimism about the upcoming mega political development in the region, he said 

that the general elections would bring this most neglected part of the country into the national 

politics. “This will pave the way for the democratic values to flourish in an area that remained 

under the FCR, commonly known as the black law for more than a century, hence putting it on 

the way to progress and prosperity”, Dr Ali remarked. 
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ii) The Nation: Speakers link security steps to fair polls in FATA 

 

 

 

September 13, 2012  

Staff Reporter 

ISLAMABAD - Holding of free, fair and transparent election is impossible in the Federally 

Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) until and unless adequate security measures are undertaken 

for the whole election process, this was the crux of the seminar organized by FATA Research 

Centre here on Wednesday.  FRC organized the seminar in collaboration with Iqra University on 

the topic “Political Reforms, Militancy and Upcoming Election in FATA: Prospects and 

Challenges.” A large number of civil society activists, political and social analysts, academics, 

researchers and students participated in the seminars. The speakers linked transparent election 

with foolproof security arrangements and extending measures to facilitate tribal elders for 

ensuring maximum turnout. Speaking on the occasion, ANP leader Abdul Latif Afridi referred to 

the poor law and order situation in FATA, saying holding of free and fair election would not be 

possible in the area in the prevailing lawlessness. For a free and fair election, he said that 

movement of political leadership is essential to form public opinion. “If their movement is 

restricted, how they will be able to form public opinion”, he asked. He maintained that a meager 

number of votes are expected to be cast in the upcoming general election, as the environment is 

not conducive. Mr. Afridi said he was not expecting any significant change as result of the 

general election to improve the life standard of the tribesmen unless the new generation is given 

a chance to represent the tribal people in the Parliament.  

Zahid Hussain, former Information Secretary of Pakistan Tehrik-i-Insaf (PTI) Khyber 

Pakhtonkhawa chapter, said that political act should be extended to FATA in real terms and sprit 

to bring credible leadership of the tribal people in the upcoming general election that could fight 

for their rights and address their issues. He further said that special arrangements should be made 

to ensure that maximum tribal cast their votes and bring true leadership in the upcoming general 

election. He added that the government should make special arrangements by establishing 

polling stations in the camps and provide more security to them. Jamat -e-Islami ‘s leader, Zar 

Noor Afridi presented a bright picture of FATA while calling for the politicians and social 

activists to come forward and play their respective role in bringing peace and development in the 

tribal region. He maintained, “JI has already organized many political gathering to initiate the 

democratic process in FATA.” 
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President FATA FRC, Dr. Ashraf Ali termed the extension of Political Party’s Act to FATA a 

welcome move. He said given the enthusiasm amongst the masses, the free and fair election 

would give them a sense of ownership. This will give them a sense that they have an equal say in 

the decision making process of the country. Expressing his optimism about the upcoming mega 

political development in the region, he said that general elections would bring this most 

neglected part of the country into the national politics. “This will pave way for democratic values 

to flourish in an area that remained under the FCR, commonly known as the black law for more 

than a century, hence putting it on the way to progress and prosperity”, Dr Ali remarked. 

 

iii) Daily Times: Fair election in FATA impossible without proper security 

 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 

* Seminar concludes government needs to establish polling stations in camps, provide security to 

locals 

Staff Report 

ISLAMABAD: A seminar organized by FATA Research Centre (FRC) on Wednesday 

concluded that holding of free, fair and transparent election was impossible in the Federally 

Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) until adequate security measures were undertaken for the 

election process including campaigns.  The seminar, titled “Political reforms, militancy and 

upcoming election in FATA: prospects and challenges”, was organized in collaboration with Iqra 

University. Speakers at the seminar linked transparent elections with foolproof security 

arrangements and extended measures to facilitate the tribal elders for ensuring maximum turnout. 

Speaking on the occasion, ANP leader Abdul Latif Afridi said holding of free and fair election 

would not be possible in the area due to the prevailing lawlessness. For free and fair elections, he 

said the movement of political leadership was essential to form public opinion. “If their 

movement is restricted, how will they be able to form public opinion,” he asked. Due to the 

prevailing law and order situation, he said only a small number of votes were expected to be cast 

in the upcoming general elections, as the environment was not conducive. Afridi said he did not 

expect improvement in the standard of life of the tribesmen unless the new generation was given 

a chance to represent them in parliament. 

Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Khyber Pakhtunkhwa former information secretary Zahid 

Hussain said the Political Parties Act should be extended to FATA in real terms and spirit in 
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order to bring forward credible leadership of the tribal people in the upcoming general elections 

that could fight for their rights and address their issues. He further said that special arrangements 

needed to be made to ensure that maximum number of tribal people cast their votes to bring out 

true leadership in the upcoming general election. Hussain said the government needed to make 

special arrangements by establishing polling stations in camps and provide security to the locals. 

Jamaat-e-Islami (JI) leader Zarnoor Afridi presented a bright picture of FATA while calling on 

politicians and social activists to come forward and play their respective roles in bringing peace 

and development in the tribal region. He said, “JI has already organized many political 

gatherings to initiate the democratic process in FATA.” 

Political analyst Jan Muhammad Achakzai said, “The situation of FATA cannot be de-linked 

from Afghanistan and peace in FATA may not be attained until US-led NATO forces vacate 

Afghanistan.” 

FRC President and renowned scholar Dr. Ashraf Ali termed the extension of Political Parties Act 

to FATA, a welcome move. He said given the enthusiasm amongst the masses, the free and fair 

election would give them a sense of ownership and an equal say in the decision-making process 

of the country. 

Expressing his optimism about the upcoming political development in the region, he said the 

general elections would bring this most neglected part of the country into the national politics. 

“This will pave the way for the democratic values to flourish in an area that remained under the 

FCR, commonly known as the black law for more than a century, hence putting it on the way to 

progress and prosperity,” he said. 

 

iv) Business Recorder: No fair election in FATA in absence of foolproof security steps 

 

 

 

September 13, 2012 

TAHIR AMIN 
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Holding of free, fair and transparent election is impossible in the Federally Administered Tribal 

Areas (Fata) until and unless adequate security measures are undertaken throughout the election 

process including campaign. This was the crux of a seminar titled "Political reforms, militancy 

and upcoming election in Fata: Prospects and Challenges" organized by Fata Research Center in 

collaboration with Iqra University here on Wednesday.  

Speakers of the seminar linked transparent election with foolproof security arrangements and 

extending measures to facilitate the tribal elders to ensure maximum turnout. Speaking on the 

occasion, ANP leader Abdul Latif Afridi referred to the poor law and order situation in Fata 

saying holding of free and fair election would not be possible as lawlessness is prevailing in the 

area. For free and fair elections, he said that movement of political leadership is essential to win 

public support. "If their movement is restricted, how they will be able to form public opinion", 

he asked. Due to the prevailing law and order situation, he maintained that a meager number of 

voters are expected to take part in the upcoming general election as the environment is not 

conducive. Afridi said he was not expecting any significant change as a result of the general 

elections to improve the life standard of the tribesmen unless the new generation is given a 

chance to represent the tribal people in the parliament. 

Zahid Hussain, former Information Secretary Pakistan Tehrik-i-Insaf (PTI) Khyber 

Pakhtonkhawa chapter, said that Political Act should be extended to Fata in real terms along with 

spirit to bring credible leadership of tribal people to the forefront in the upcoming general 

election so that could fight for their rights and address their issues. 

He further said that special arrangements should be made to ensure that maximum tribal people 

cast their votes and bring true leadership in the upcoming general elections. He pointed out that 

most of the tribal people are living in tents and in the far-flung area in IDPs camps due to the 

militancy in their areas that need to be reached out during the elections. 

Jamat -e-Islami's leader, Zar Noor Aafridi presented a rosy picture of Fata while calling for the 

politicians and social activists to come forward and play their respective role in bringing peace 

and development in the tribal region. He maintained, "JI has already organized many political 

gathering to initiate the democratic process in Fata". 

Political analyst, Jan Muhammad Achakzai asserted, "The situation of Fata cannot be de-linked 

from Afghanistan and peace in Fata may not be attained until US-led NATO forces vacate 

Afghanistan". PML-Q KPK vice president and local of South Wazirastan lamented the prevailing 

situation as people outside Fata know a very little that the region is being exploited. He said that 

political consensus was required for peaceful solution of the problems persisting in Fata. 

The renowned scholar and President Fata Research Center (FRC), Dr. Ashraf Ali termed the 

extension of Political party's Act to Fata a welcome move. He said given the enthusiasm amongst 

the masses, the free and fair election would give them a sense of ownership. This will give them 

a sense that they have an equal say in the decision-making process of the country. 
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Expressing his optimism about the upcoming mega political development in the region, he said 

that general elections would bring this most neglected part of the country into the national 

politics. "This will pave the way for the democratic values to flourish in an area that remained 

under the FCR, commonly known as the black law for more than a century, hence putting it on 

the way to progress and prosperity", Dr Ali remarked. A large numbers of civil society activists, 

political and social analysts, academics, researchers and students participated in the seminars 

while debating the persisting issue of Fata in an answer question session. 

 

v) The Express Tribune: Centre, GHQ the root of FATA’s ills: Speakers 

 

By Waqas Naeem 

Published: September 13, 2012 

ISLAMABAD: The federal government has only made cosmetic political reforms in the 

Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) and the roots of the region’s security problems can 

be traced back to Islamabad and the General Headquarters. This was said by Awami National 

Party (ANP) leader Abdul Latif Afridi at a seminar held at Iqra University on Wednesday. 

“Conditions conducive to the activities of political parties are absent in Fata,” he added. Latif 

Afridi, whose party is in power in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) and is part of the ruling coalition 

in the centre, said his party’s leaders cannot even enter their constituencies in Fata because of 

death threats from militants. He said FATA’s destiny is really in the hands of the army and 

proposed that the tribal areas should be made part of K-P. 

Afridi was joined by other Fata politicians from the Jamat-e Islami, Pakistan Tehrik-e Insaf and 

Pakistan Muslim League-Q at the seminar titled ‘Political reforms, militancy and upcoming 

election in FATA: Prospects and challenges’, which was organized by the Fata Research Centre 

(FRC). The politicians said peace and stability must be ensured in Fata before expecting any 

positive outcomes from the next general elections in the tribal areas. 

The Jamat-e Islami’s Zarnoor Afridi and Pakistan Tehrik-e Insaf’s Zahid Hussain Mohmand 

suggested the militancy in Fata was a reaction to US drone attacks. Zarnoor Afridi said political 

parties should dispel security risks, toughen up and work in the tribal areas, while Mohmand said 

Fata residents should be provided with complete security on Election Day so they can cast their 

votes without fear. Latif Afridi said the extension of the Political Parties Act (PPA) to Fata by 

President Asif Ali Zardari in August 2011 was the only good step taken by the government, but 

lamented the lack of substantial changes to the Frontier Crimes Regulations. The PPA extension 
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means election candidates in the tribal areas will be assigned the symbols of their respective 

parties on the voting slips for the first time, according to information provided by the FRC. Prior 

to the PPA, Fata candidates had to officially contest as independents despite obvious party 

affiliations. Political analyst Jan Muhammad Achakzai, who was also on the panel of speakers, 

said peace and stability in FATA, might remain elusive in the near future, because the Taliban 

have not been completely defeated. Audience members spoke critically of the politicians during 

the questions and answers session. 

“The militants have killed nearly 3,000 pro-peace tribal elders and destroyed almost 400 schools 

and 175 maternity centers in Fata over the last six years,” said Nizam Dawar, a native of North 

Waziristan who attended the seminar. “Yet, not a single panelist bothered to address these 

issues.” 

Other participants, most of them hailing from the tribal areas themselves, picked on the 

politicians for historically making tall claims but not delivering on their promises. 

            


